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From the President

TRAINING RESUMESSUNDAY2nd  FEBRUARY 2020This piece of paper belongson your fridge.Enjoy your summer break and we 
hope to see you in the New Year.

Dear Fellow Club members,

Hard to believe that we are down to our 
last few weeks of training for the year.

Hopefully we will begin to see some warmer 
and drier Sundays as we finish up the year 
with our Fun Day on Sunday 24 November.

We’ve got a bit to get done before then. I know 
that there are lots of assessments scheduled. 
Try to be respectful of groups undertaking 
assessment as you make your way around 
the grounds.  Whilst we aim to train for our 
dogs to focus on us rather than distractions, 
no one really needs that extra challenge!

Our Demo team has two “gigs” coming up, 
the Chelodina Festival at Elizabeth Bridge 
reserve at Kilsyth on 27 October after Club, and 
then Lilydale Show on 16 November 2019. In 
addition our Agility Handlers are also giving 
two demonstrations on Saturday whilst our 
Fly Ballers are running a comp at the Show on 
Sunday 17 November. Chelodina is a delightfully 
warm community festival whilst Lilydale Show 
is a lot of fun. Try and get along to these 
events and support our club. It’s always great, 
as part of the Demo team, to see a friendly 
Croydon face in the crowd as we go through 
our routines. If you are interested, there are 
clipboards on the table in the club house for 
both Agility and Fly Ball. If your dog has passed 
B2, Jill Spencer (in the equipment shop) and 
Sandra Hughes are our Demo Team managers 
and happy to take expressions of interest.

Then there’s our Fun Day, where you 
and your dog get to sample all the club 
has to offer as well as lots of fun and 
games before we break until February. 

Some of you may too have seen on the website 
of Maroondah council that the upgrade on 
our pavilion will commence in December. 
That is perhaps a little ambitious bearing 

in mind that the final plans have yet to be 
made available for final approval, but the 
upgrade work is imminent. We cannot say at 
this stage what the level of disruption to Club 
activities is likely to be, but your Committee 
is undertaking forward planning to ensure that 
as far as possible it is “Business as usual”.

This will be the last Capers for the 
year, so to everyone, have a safe and 
enjoyable festive season. See you on Fun 
Day, and have fun with your dogs.

Fiona
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Anne DENGATE with Tango

Annette SMITH with Charlie

Kaitlin and Sandi HARRIS with Kaden

Carolyn PARKER with Zeke

Christopher and Julia 
STONES with Rogue

Karen ADAM with Toby

Julia and Christopher STONES with Luna

Annette BRUNTON with Caius

Craig JARVIS with Xena

Carolyn MUELLER with Kodi

Penny and Catherine 
BURKE with Sam

Joan HOWARD with Molly

Audra and Luke TAYLOR 
with Barnabas

Kirsty MacFARLANE with Winston

Sandra ROBINS with Bonza

Tracey BARR with Sasha

Stephanie CHIA with Louie

CONGRATULATIONS to the following club members who 
have recently passed the Basic Obedience Test.  

If you have ordered your certificate and not received it please call into the office on any Sunday
between 10.30 – 11.00 am to collect it.

Basic Obedience Passes

Please note: It is 
not acceptable for 
members to allow their 
dogs to continually 
bark whilst at Club. Complaints from 
neighbours to Council can make it very 
difficult for the Club to be seen as a 
group of responsible dog owners. 

If your dog barks while tethered at 
Club, it may be advisable to put the 
dog in a covered, well ventilated crate 
thus removing visual stimulation, 
often the cause of barking. 

Excessive 
Barking

� �

Training NoTraining

Current
Membership

Card

No
Membership

Card

Please remember...
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Chiefly Chatter

Hi everybody,

It’s hard to believe that this is the last 
edition Capers for the year. We’ve certainly 
been challenged this year with a lot of rain 
causing the ground to be quite wet and 
boggy. However, handlers and instructors alike 
have rallied and continued to come along 
each week and train their beloved dogs. 

Another challenge we had to face is a low ratio 
of instructors to the number of people wanting 
to join our training sessions.  We endeavour to 
limit our classes to 12 participants except in 
exceptional circumstance, therefore we have had 
to close off classes at various times during the 
year. However, your wonderful training panel has 
begun a new round of new instructor training 
so we will see quite a few new instructors on 
the ground next year. During training sessions 
until the end of the year and early next year 
these trainees will be attending on the ground 
classes as well as theory sessions after club 
on Sundays.  Please be patient if your class 
has one of these new trainee instructors; we 
all started the same way and gained more and 
more experience as we took more classes. 

The end of the year can be a traditionally busier 
time for us with get togethers. Enrichment of 
your dog’s environment can help pass the time 
for your dog while you are out shopping and 
partying. It can also be difficult to find the 
time to train over the busy summer months, 
but training can easily be slotted into any 
free moments you have. All dogs need to be 
fed and so we can do a quick run through of a 
few exercises prior to feeding or use some of 
your dog’s food as treats and make him work 
for his food. Incorporate some training with 
the games you play with your dogs, a mad 
ball fetcher can ‘sit and wait’ before being 
allowed to get the ball, start slow with short 
distances and work up. A favourite game with 
my dogs ‘go find’ requires an extended ‘sit wait’, 
before being released to find their ‘treasure’.

Did you know that one of the leading causes of 
dogs being surrendered to shelters is a lack of 
socialisation during the puppy and juvenile stages 
of development? The first 16 weeks are the most 
important, but socialisation should never stop. 
It’s a work in progress. Research shows that well 
socialised city pups taken at 8 weeks to a rural 
environment and returned at 6 months show 
significant fear of traffic regardless of their early 
socialisation. We should endeavour to socialise our 
dogs to as many different positive experiences, 
people, other animals, and household objects 
throughout their whole lives not just those 16 
weeks. This doesn’t mean that a dog that has 
a poor socialisation history is a lost cause or 
somehow unfixable but rather the owners will 
need to employ patience, love, trust, respect and 
time, especially time. This highlights that we 
need to continue to interact and take our dogs 
out regularly regardless of how busy we are.

Our training year ends with Fun Day on 24/11. All 
classes will be held between 9.15 am – 10.15am, 
then we move onto the fun and games. Highlights 
of the morning are the lure chasing, fastest 
recall as well as opportunities to participate in 
the advanced various disciplines. There will also 
be quite a few interesting demonstrations of 
what can be achieved with your dog by joining 
Advanced Obedience, Rally O, Agility or Flyball 
once you have successfully completed Basic 2.

Enjoy your break, and especially your Sunday’s 
with family over the next few months. Don’t forget 
to keep reinforcing your dog’s good behaviours. 
I wish you all a safe Christmas and New Year and 
hope to see you all back here next February.

Enjoy your dogs, 
Barbara Schubert 
Chief Instructor
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YELLOW BANDANNA?
A number of our dogs at CDODC wear yellow 
bandannas… this is because they might be 
hyper, nervous, protective, or excitable.

Please give these dogs SPACE and ask the handler 
for permission BEFORE you or your dog approach.

A great way to save money on treats and 
keep your dog happy to perform.

Tuna Brownies
(Adapted from DogAware.com):

2 x 170g approx. cans tuna 
in water, do not drain

2 eggs

1 to 1 ½ cups rice or oat flour

Parmesan cheese

Mash tuna and water in a bowl with a fork to 
get clumps out, then liquefy in blender or food 
processor. Add extra drops of water if needed 
to liquefy completely. Pour into bowl and add 
flour and mix. The consistency should be like 
cake mix. Spread into greased or sprayed pan; 
I find that a round pizza pan or square 
cake pan is perfect. Sprinkle with 
LOTS of parmesan cheese. Bake at 
180ºC for 15 minutes; edges will 
pull away and texture will be like 
putty. Use a pizza cutter and slice 
into teeny squares. These freeze 
beautifully, and the dogs love 
them...and, no liver to mess with!

Turkey Treats  
(Adapted from DogAware.com):

455 g  ground turkey (pure turkey, 
NOT turkey sausage)

1 cup oatmeal

1 egg

Parmesan (I used 1/2 cup)

Mix all ingredients together using hands and 
pat into a greased loaf pan. Bake at 180ºC for 
30-35 minutes. Cool *thoroughly*, then cut 
into thick strips (these do not hold together 
when slicing into small squares); freeze unused 
portions and keep the portions you’re using 
refrigerated. Has the consistency of meatloaf.

Happy treating and training! 

Homemade Dog Training Treats

By Jess Rollins, PetExpertise.com
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Advanced Class Graduates

FOR DOGS’ SAKE,
PICK UP

Please clean up after your dog to 
ensure that dogs retain their rights 

to parks, beaches, dog-friendly 
accommodation facilities, walking 

trails and other public places.

We are delighted to welcome 
two more members to the 

CDODC Obedience Trial Group 
after they recently passed their 
Advanced Class Assessment, 
instructed by Karen Soo.

We look forward to helping 
Jordyn Dehnert and her lovely 
Border Collie, Anka, achieve 
their ambition to compete 
in obedience trials. Judging 
by what we saw today that 
day won’t be too far off.

Jan Seach, a CDODC Life 
Member and Coordinator of the 
Puppy Pre School and Puppy 
Classes, is an obedience trialler 
from way back who is looking 
forward to competing again 
with her handsome young 
Aussie Shepherd, Jackson.

If you would like to compete 
with your dog in obedience 
trials, once you have passed Basic 2, put 
your name down for the Advanced Class (a 
prerequisite to joining the trial group) on the 
form available on the table in the office.  

Even if you don’t want to compete, the 
Advanced class is a terrific way to increase 
your knowledge of dog training and makes it 

L to R: Jordyn Dehnert and her Border 
Collie, Anka, Instructor Karen Soo and Jan 
Seach with Aussie Shepherd, Jackson.

much easier to progress into any other dog 
sport in which you are interested – Rally, 
Agility, Flyball – with a dog that is under 
control and happily focused on you. 
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Reprinted from: vets-now.com
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???

ALL CLASSES @ 9.15 am

ACTIVITIES will start at 10.15am
Entry fee to games and competitions $2.00
(Fee donated to the Victorian Animal Aid Shelter)

Bucket for donations will at the BBQ

ENTRIES TAKEN 9.15am to 10.30am

Main Arena... 
H Obedience Triallers’ Demonstration

H Demo Team Demonstration
Set up On the Ground...

H Lure Racing    H Fastest Recall
H Agility   H Flyball   H Rally O

BBQ and Canteen Available

FUN DAY
Last Sunday 
in November
Training +
Fun & Games
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Weight Loss for Obese Dogs

Extracts reprinted from Nomnomnow.com

They say that the way to man’s heart 
is through his stomach. Safe to say 

that old saying also applies to dogs—a 
little extra kibble at dinnertime or a tasty 
treat is an easy way to show your furry 
best friend how much you care. But go 
overboard, and you might end up with an 
overweight dog, or worse, an obese dog.

Having an overweight dog is more 
detrimental than having a lean dog.

“You can spoil a dog too much, and that’s 
what we see in many cases of dog obesity,” 
says Dr. Justin Shmalberg, a DVM and 
NomNomNow’s veterinary nutritionist.

Obesity is one of the most common medical 
conditions in canines: Up to 60 percent of 
dogs are overweight, and about half of those 
are obese, which is defined as more than 
30 percent above their ideal weight. As in 
humans, excess body fat in dogs can lead to 
a host of problems, from joint disease to a 
predisposition to metabolic disorders to a state 
of chronic inflammation. Not to mention that 
obese animals are less energetic than their trim 
counterparts—and tend to live shorter lives too.

Dr. Shmalberg considers obesity in dogs akin 
to “preventable malnutrition.” Thankfully, 

while it can be tough to get an overweight dog 
to lose weight, it’s a challenge that’s within 
reach for most owners if they follow simple 
guidelines. And it’s important—dog weight 
loss has been associated with improvement 
in quality of life, increased energy, and a 
reduction in some of the side effects of excess 
weight, like disease and chronic inflammation.

The most important thing to remember 
is, having an overweight dog and doing 
everything else right (high-quality food, 
healthy supplements, and so on) is likely 
more detrimental than having a lean 
dog—no matter what you feed him.

Identifying an Obese Dog

It seems like an overweight or obese dog 
would be obvious to the owner. But that’s not 
always true. Parents tend to underestimate 
how overweight their kids are, after all. If you 
notice that your pup is looking a little on the 
pudgy side, that’s usually the first clue. An 
overweight dog chart, or body condition score 
(BCS) chart, can help (see chart opposite).

On the 9-point scale, a score of 4 to 5 would 
be ideal for most breeds, while 3 can be 
normal in sighthounds (Greyhounds, Whippets, 
Salukis, etc.), as they’re generally leaner. Dogs 
with a body condition score of 6 out of 9 are 
overweight, and 7 to 9+ are considered obese.

One thing to keep in mind is that your vet may 
not comment on your dog’s body condition 
unless you ask. “Some studies suggest that 
vets can be reluctant to have the conversation 
with owners,” says Shmalberg, “as many 
owners are resistant to this information, 
or in denial.” At checkups, it pays to ask 
for both an honest assessment and an 
estimate of your dog’s ideal body weight.

Continued on page 12
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Here are a few tips for keeping 
an eye on your puppy’s weight:

• Starting around 12 weeks, and definitely 
by 16 weeks, puppies should display 
similar definition to adult dogs. See the 
body condition score chart on page 11 
and check out our complete guide to 
puppy nutrition for more information.

• Have your vet evaluate your puppy’s weight 
and body condition at routine appointments.

• Make sure you’re calculating the appropriate 
number of calories for your pup and don’t 
forget to account for all those treats.

Causes and Culprits
The prevention and treatment 
of excess weight and obesity 
in dogs comes down to diet

If you’re starting to think, my dog is getting 
fat and you’re not sure why, there are 
number of possible reasons, from how he’s 
exercised to his genetics to whether or not 
he’s neutered. Let’s start with an overview 
of the risk factors for dog obesity:

Age: As dogs get older, they’re more 
likely to become overweight.

Breed or genetics: Some breeds have lower 
energy needs or may be more genetically 
predisposed to higher weights. Accepted official 
breed standards may contribute to the obesity 
epidemic too; a European study found that 
nearly 1 out of 5 show dogs had a BCS over 5.

Neutering or spaying: Neutering or spaying 
can cause weight gain in both males and 
females. This is most likely related to the 
influence of sex hormones on appetite, exercise, 
and perhaps, most important, the loss of 

Weight Loss for Obese Dogs cont.

 Fat Dog Breeds

Many studies in different regions and countries 
have attempted to identify the breeds most at 
risk for becoming obese. Though there were 
some conflicting results, across all studies, 
these breeds rose to the top of the list:

• Labrador Retrievers
• Shelties
• Dachshunds
• Golden Retrievers
• Pugs
• Cocker Spaniels
• Pekingese
• Pomeranians
• Boxers
• Cairn Terriers
• Scottish Terriers
• Basset Hounds
• Cavalier King Charles Spaniels
• Beagles
• Mixed breeds
There are also breeds which have been 
documented as having lower metabolism 
compared to others, including Labs, 
Corgis, and Newfoundlands.

 Identifying an Obese Puppy

Obese and overweight puppies are particularly 
sensitive to the effects of excess body 
fat. In fact, multiple studies suggest that 
overweight puppies are more prone to what 
vets call developmental orthopedic diseases, 
which develop during growth and cause 
issues in the normal structure of the bones 
and cartilage within joints. Orthopedic 
diseases could set up a puppy for a lifetime 
of impaired movement and/or arthritis.
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When you buy your dog from IKEA 
and loose the assembly instructions...

Snake Alert
Reprinted from Manningham Leader 

With the weather 
warming, pet 
owners are being 
urged to safeguard 
their animals 
from snake 
bites.  Australian 
Veterinary 
Association 
spokesman Dr David Neck said snakes 
tended to be more active towards the 
end of the day, often the time residents 
were taking their furry friend for a walk. 
Dr Neck said owners should keep their 
dog on lead close to bushland and clear 
rubbish or places snakes could hide.  

lean body mass following the procedure.

Overfeeding: Calorie-dense dry foods and 
commercial treats in particular are culprits. 
Also note, one large daily meal could lead to 
overfeeding. Go with more frequent meals—and 
remember that portion-control is essential.

Lack of exercise: It’s just as important 
for dogs to get moving daily as it is for 
humans; and pets who get less exercise 
require fewer calories than active pets.

Sex: Female dogs are more likely to 
be overweight than male dogs, and 
prevalence increases after spaying.

Even if a dog has risk factors for obesity, those 
ultimately affect metabolism, and how many 
calories a dog needs to eat in a day. But the 
prevention and treatment of excess weight 
comes down to diet. It’s on the owners to make 
sure they’re feeding their dog the right amount 
of calories for her needs. Here are the sorts of 
things that can lead to too many calories:

Inconsistent portioning or free-choice 
feeding: Precise measurements and consistency 
are critical to knowing how many calories you’re 
serving. The size of the scoop or bowl matters: 
one that’s too big for a small dog is bound 
to cause problems. Nutritionists recommend 
weighing food, especially for little ones. And 
avoid free-choice feeding. “Some dogs can do 
it for a while,” says Shmalberg, “but if their 
metabolism changes, it’s tough to monitor.”

Large meals: Feeding smaller, more frequent 
meals burns more calories. Some studies have 
suggested once-daily feeding (even controlled 
for calories) is a risk factor for excess weight.

Following label recommendations. Guess 
what? There’s no standardisation of feeding 
recommendations on the bags of pet foods 
and the numbers vary significantly. It’s best 

Continued on page 14
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to calculate calories and then check the 
number of calories per cup, can, or package.

Treats: The truth is, many dogs get a lot of 
their calories from treats. And from treat to 
treat, the calorie content can vary from a 
couple calories to more than a hundred. It’s 
important to account for treats when figuring 
out your dog’s daily calorie intake. Most vets 
recommend keeping treats to a minimum: 
about 10 to 20 percent of the total.

Table scraps: Foods that you’re eating, 
assuming they’re healthy, can be a great 
source of nutrition for your dog. But just 
like treats, if they’re not accounted for, they 
can add significant calories to your pup’s 
diet. “Humans have a hard time scaling 
calories and food portions for their pets,” 
says Shmalberg. “It’s very different for you 
to eat part of restaurant meal when you’re 
on a 2,000-calorie diet than it is for your 
chihuahua, who only needs 200 calories a day.”

Overfeeding because your dog is “very active.” 
Most dogs and dog sports involve relatively 
brief periods of intense activity, in other words, 
not enough to increase calorie needs. A dog 
will only require more calories if they travel 
long distances when exercising, for example, 
going on a multi-mile hike or running next to 
you while biking. (Hunting dogs are also truly 
active, because they travel long distances).

Do exercise and boredom 
affect weight gain?

What most owners think of as regular exercise, 
like a trip around the block, doesn’t really burn 
a ton of calories. That’s why exercise isn’t the 
only thing to adjust if you’re trying to help 
your dog lose weight or prevent weight gain. 
You should exercise your dog for a number of 

reasons, but no matter what, if you feed him 
excess calories, he’s still likely to gain weight.

Clearly dogs who exercise less appear 
predisposed to obesity, and obese and 
overweight dogs are less active. It’s a classic 
“what comes first, the chicken or the egg?” 
situation. Activity monitors have documented 
that this is true even during the day, when 
their owners are away. “Whether this is cause 
or effect of obesity is not entirely clear,” 
says Shmalberg. “However, some studies have 
suggested that single dogs—that is, no other 
dog in the household—are at increased risk. So 
some social interaction, whether with you or 
another dog, does likely impact metabolism.”

Could a medical condition be 
causing excess weight?

Definitely keep your vet in the loop when 
starting a weight-loss plan. It’s best to get 
their input on how much your dog should be 
losing and at what rate, and also find out 
how to make sure you’re maintaining good 
muscle mass—you want your dog to lose fat, 
not muscle. Your vet can scan for medical 
causes that may be behind weight gain too:

• Hypothyroidism is a common cause of 
lowered metabolism in dogs, especially 
middle-aged dogs. Your vet will check 
for it with a quick blood test.

• Cushing’s syndrome is the name of the 
condition in which a dog produces too much 
cortisol (the “stress hormone”). It can lead 
to increased appetite, loss of muscle mass, 
and increased fat stores and weight gain.

• Osteoarthritis and other painful conditions 
may cause a dog’s activity level to dip, 
which often leads to weight gain.

For further information visit  
https://www.nomnomnow.com  

Weight Loss for Obese Dogs cont.

Continued from page 13
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?

Did you know that this shop is 
run for you the handlers and  
your dogs?

Prices are usually lower than pet 
shops, vets and supermarkets.

We sell...
  Sentinel
  Training treats
  Australian pigs ears
  Biscuits
  Toys and much more 

Come and have a look at our 
products and our prices.

We can source most products so 
ask us if you can’t see it.

Kiosk
Coffee/Tea/Hot Choc is available 
in the Kiosk every Sunday during 
training hours.
We also stock soft drinks, juices and 
water. Sausages are also on sale.

Do you 
want a 
trophy?
All handlers whose dogs have gained 
a title since April 2019 are entitled 
to a trophy which will be presented 
at our A.G.M. Please give or email 
a copy of your title Certificate(s) to 
Trophy Coordinator, Jacinta Burke 
on jacinta02@optusnet.com.au  

All pass/title information must be 
provided by no later than 31st March. 

If you wish to be considered for one 
of our Perpetual Trophies, please also 
provide copies of the relevant pass cards. 

Ask your discipline coordinator for 
a copy of the Trophy Policy.
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Members are 
responsible for 
the behaviour 
of their 
children at all 
times.

Children must NOT approach a dog 
without the owner’s permission.
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Obedience Triallers’ Report

CDODC triallers had an amazing day at the 
prestigious ROYAL MELBOURNE SHOW 

on 21st September. A group of us go, 
some competing, some enjoying the day and 
helping those that did compete. We always 
have a laugh and share the joy of those who 
succeeded and commiserate with those who 
didn’t. Win or lose we enjoy ourselves.

The Judge on the day was the 
lovely Kim Houlden.

Utility Ring (UD):

Lorraine Holland (we call her our quiet 
achiever) and her lovely Border Collie T.Ch 
Tullacrest Celtic Drift (AI) UD RN (Drift) did 
an amazing performance gaining 1st Place on a 
Score of 195. Another pass towards their OC.

In the Open Ring:

Bobbee Terrill and her Rottweiler Dual CH 
(N)(RO) Run Lola Run CDX RAE TDX PT 
WWPD (Lola) got 1st Place on a score of 186. 
Terrific result. Bobbee and Basko also did well 
coming 1st Place in UDX but non qualifying.

My Neut. Ch. Ellagant Great Rhythm, UD RE, 
TD (Rhythm) came in 3rd Place on 182. I was 
somewhat over enthusiastic on my drop on 
recall signal so he came bounding in jumping 
up with joy causing a heavy substantial!  We 
also came 3rd in UD but no qualifying pass.

Rebecca McGroarty and Adderslot Midnight 
Charmer, UD (Char) gained 4th place, scoring 
179. Char also tried hard in UD, but no pass.

Dodo Kelly and Clannard O Danny Boy 
RN. QND. CD. (Danny) were also in 
Open, but sadly Danny was not impressed 
by all the distractions on the day.  

In the Novice Ring (CD):

Rebecca McGroarty and Adderslot 
Rough N Ready CD (Roughy) excelled, 
scoring 195, 2nd place on a countback 
– and gained their CD Title.

All in all a great day for Croydon. The 
dogs were amazing coping with all the 
noise and distractions including balloons 
popping near the ring during stays!
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Obedience Triallers’ Report cont.

Clive and Pam Makepeace were, as always, 
part of the organising team. They look after 
us all so well and the trial ran seemlessly.

KNOX ODC Trial held Friday 
27th September brought more 
success to two of our members:

Due to ongoing health issues Helen 
Charles-Hoare was not able to take Evie 
into the ring so her daughter Maddie 
stepped in. What a great team!

Glenmave Ribbon RA JC (Evie) achieved her 
CCD title with her third pass, a lovely score 
of 98 and First place under Judge Mr Barry 
Cotton. Wonderful results! Congratulations.

Bobbee Terrill and Dual CH (N)(RO) Run 
Lola Run CDX RAE TDX PT WWPD (Lola) 
pictured below, got 1st Place in Open, score 
182 under Judge Murray Tyler.  This was their 
Open title which they gained in three trials, all 
1st Places! Terrific team... Congratulations.

Helen Charles-Hoare’s Nova Scotia Duck Tolling 
Retriever, Glenmave Ribbon CCD RA JC (Evie)

Essentials that all 
children should know…
• NEVER approach a strange dog 

unless the owner is present.

• ALWAYS ask the owner before 
you pat or play with their dog.

• TAKE care not to get dogs over-
excited when you play with them 
– don’t scream or wave your arms.  
Don’t grab or cuddle a dog around 
the neck, as this can frighten it.

• LEAVE dogs alone when they are 
eating or are near their food.

• DON’T surprise a sleeping dog.
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The Art of Training a Dog Owner

Copied from a Facebook post, Author unknown

Dog owner tells me: Hi, my dog pulls 
on the leash and runs into the 

woods after deer if I let it off leash.

Me: Okay. What’s the breed?

Owner: A Siberian Husky mixed 
with a Coon Hound.

Me: Okay, so you have a musher mixed 
with a hunting type of dog?

Owner: yes.

Me: Okay, what are these breeds bred to do?

Owner: Well, half of the dog should be pulling 
and the other half run into the woods and hunt.

Me: Yes. And your problem was?

Owner: it pulls on the leash 
and runs after wildlife.

Me: Yeah, it appears that you have a 
dog meant for pulling and hunting.

Owner: yes, that’s correct. Can 
you train it out of the dog?

Me: Do you have any interests?

Owner: Eh, yeah sure I do. I like 
to paint and watch movies.

Me: Can you consider quitting doing that?

Owner: No, I don’t think I can. But what 
does this have to do with dog training?

Me: Would you consider doing something 
else that gives you the same pleasure you 
get from painting and watching movies?

Owner: I mean, sure I can do other 
things but it’s not as fun.

Me: Ok. And what can you offer a musher 
that is more fun than pulling and a hunting 
dog that is more fun than hunting?

The dog owner is silent for a while.

Owner: That’s a good question. I don’t know.

Me: Neither do I.

Owner: perhaps I should have 
gotten myself a PlayStation?

Me: Haha, yeah if you dont like hunting 
or being outdoors a lot training 
perhaps this dog isn’t for you.

Owner: Yeah, one should perhaps read up more 
before getting a dog. But it’s awfully cute!

Me: Yes, I understand that.

Owner: It sheds a lot too. My husband goes 
crazy because of all the fur everywhere.

Me: Mmm, that’s something 
you have to deal with.

Owner: Yes, there were even hairs 
in the stew last night.

Me: Yeah, that’s not uncommon.

Owner: But you know what? I met a 
Husky when I was 12. It was so beautiful. 
Ever since I’ve always wanted one.

Me: Too bad you didn’t meet 
a PlayStation instead.

Owner laughs: All right, I think I’m 
starting to understand that it’s not the 
dog that has problems but me.

Me: Haha, not much of a “problem”. What 
you are saying is very common. People 
with guarding dogs get angry when their 
dog growls at strangers. People with 
sighthounds get frustrated when their dog 
comes home with a baby rabbit. People 
often know too little when they get a dog.

Owner: Thanks for the chat. I have 
learned a lot in 10 minutes.

Me: Good luck in the future. There’s a lot 
we can do to help you in your training 
with the dog. But the dog will always 
have a need and joy to pull and hunt.

Owner: Yes, I can understand that now.”  
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Kennel & ‘call’ name Owner Date Venue Test & Grade

T CH Lucsimanina Stella CCD 
RN  (Keisha)

Merrae Balaam 1.2.19 Gippsland ODC T&S test 3
 ‘Very Good’
TSD Title

Dual Ch (N)(RO) Starkehre 
‘Run Lola Run’  CD RAE PT 
TDX TSD WWPD (Lola)

Bobbee Terrill 2.9.19 Gippsland ODC T&S test 3
‘Very Good’
TSD Title 

Dual Ch (N)(RO) Starkehre 
‘Run Lola Run’  CD RAE PT 
TDX TSD WWPD (Lola)

Bobbee Terrill 13.9.19 GSDCV T&S test 4
‘Good’

T CH Lucsimanina Stella CCD 
RN  (Keisha)

Merrae Balaam 15.9.19 GSDCV T&S test 4
‘Very Good’

T.CH. Killara First Seeker 
CD.NRD. ORA. RA. TSD. (Zita)

Dodo Kelly 15.9.15 GSDCV T&S test 5
‘Pass’

Rally O Trial Results

KNOX OBEDIENCE DOG CLUB 
RALLY TRIAL - 27th September
Helen Charles-Hoare was unable to take 
her dog Evie (NSDTR) through her paces 
so daughter Maddie stepped in to help. 
She had a busy day with Helen’s dog 
Evie in Rally Excellent and Maddie’s dog 
Cooper (also a NSDTR) in Rally Master. 

Helen takes up the story: “It was a very windy 
and blustery day. Cooper performed well under 
the circumstances but a score of 76 was not a 
pass. Unfortunately for him, mid way through his 
run, a pile of papers from one of the rings took 
flight, flying through the rings and hitting him 
in the face. While judges in other rings stopped 
procedures while the papers were collected, 
Maddie was told to continue. Unfortunately 
Cooper had been spooked by the paper and 
people running and lost concentration for the 

rest of the run.  Evie did well and gained a nice 
pass of 95 and 4th place in Rally Excellent. All 
credit to Maddie who handled her beautifully.”

Great work Maddie. Pity about the 
unfortunate distractions for Cooper – you 
can’t prepare for that sort of disturbance!

Crystal Quarrell with Gypsy also had a great 
result at Knox in Rally Advanced class. 

Crystal said, “It was very windy and Gypsy 
tended to drift (blow) away from me when 
we turned into the wind. But despite that 
she listened well, we got 96 came second 
and got our Rally Advanced title!”

Luckily for you and Gypsy you weren’t in 
the ring when the papers were blowing 
about. Congratulations on your title.

Gary McArthur – Rally O Coordinator

Tracking Passes
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Training Your Dog Not to Bolt 
Out of the Door/Door Manners
By Jess Rollins, PetExpertise.com

Door manners are an important safety skill 
especially for dogs that like to escape 

and explore. It is meant to teach your dog 
to only exit through doorways to the outside 
when he is told to do so. It is not fool-proof 
so you will need to also train the people 
in the house to keep the doors closed!

Step 1: Decide what your word for giving 
permission to exit the door word will be. 
Ideally it should be a word that you won’t 
use casually. A good example is “exit”. From 
now on all family members will need to say 
“exit” before allowing the dog to exit the 
house or car door. Begin using “exit” when 
you allow him out of the important doorways 
even if you have not completed this training 
and he has not learned to wait. This will 
help him begin to associate the word “exit” 
with the act of going through a doorway.

• Open the door a few inches and 
leave your hand on the knob.

• When your dog approaches the door, 
close it while being careful not to 
catch his nose in the door.

Repeat opening the door a few inches 
and then closing it as he approaches.

He will soon realise that it is not worth it to 
approach the door and will stay where he is 
instead when you open it. When he does this 
the first time close the door and then reward 
him with a bunch of treats and praise.

Continue practicing this until he is 
consistently not approaching the door when 
it is opened a few inches. P/R (praise and 
reward) each time he decides to wait.

Door Manners

Closing the 
door when Gigo 
approaches it 
without being 
told “exit”.

Step 2: Begin teaching door manners by 
securing your dog to a tether so that he 
cannot exit out of the house door if he tries. 
Have food treats available to reward him.

Gigo sits and 
waits when 
the door is 
opened a crack.

Step 3: To make him even less likely to escape 
through doorways, we will now teach him to 
sit or lay down each time you open the door.

• Step on the leash so that he will not 
have much room to wander. This will 
encourage him to sit or lay down.

• Open the door a few inches and wait until 
he sits or lies down. You do not need to 
tell him “sit”or “down” since it is safest if 
he learns to do that automatically when he 
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sees that the door is open. This may take 
a few minutes the first time you try it.

• When your dog sits or lays down 
while the door is cracked open, praise 
and reward him with treats.

Practice this until you no longer need to step 
on the leash and he is sitting or laying down 
right away when you open the door a few 
inches. For safety, keep hold of the end of 
leash in case he decides to make a dash for it.

Step 4: Now while he is still tethered, 
practice opening the door up wider and wider 
until you can open it all the way with him 
sitting or laying down. Reward him each time 
he sits or downs while the door has been 
opened and close the door each time he 
tries to go through it without permission.

Step 5: Put him on a leash. Open the door 
all of the way. If he sits or lies down while 
it’s open, say “exit” and then take him 
through the doorway. Being told “exit” and 
going through the doorway is a privilege for 
your dog that he receives for waiting, and 
so there is no need to feed him a treat. If 
he tries to go through the door, close it.

Step 6: Tie him back so that he cannot 
make it out of the door if he attempts it. 
Exit through the door yourself. Reward 
him for remaining sitting or laying 
down while you exit the doorway.

Step 7: Tie him back so that he cannot make 
it out of the door if he tries. Set something 
of interest to him on the other side of the 
doorway. Reward him for remaining seated or 
laying down instead of going to get the item.

Door Manners cont.

Gigo sits and 
waits while 
a ball flies 
through the 
open door.

Step 8: Repeat steps 3 through 7 with other 
important doorways in your home and in 
the car. Also practice having him wait while 
someone opens the door to come in.

Step 9: Repeat steps 3 through 8 but instead 
of using the tie-back, tether or leash, use a 
lightweight rope which will drag behind your 
dog in case you should need to catch him. 
Practice first using a doorway which does 
not lead to nearby street traffic or another 
unsafe area. Then repeat steps 3 through 
8 again with no rope or leash at all if you 
feel absolutely sure that this is safe.

Step 10: To keep up this behavior for his 
lifetime, continue to allow him to exit the 
doorway only after he has sat or laid down and 
you have said “exit”. Always close the door if 
he attempts to go through the doorway without 
sitting or lying down and waiting to hear “exit”.

Note: Even if you work at this diligently, 
it is conceivable that at some point your 
dog may make a mistake and go out of 
a door without permission. Be careful 
to make sure your dog does not get an 
opportunity to make a fatal mistake and 
escape from your home into traffic. 

Gigo sits and 
waits to be 
allowed out 
of the car.
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CDODC OFFICE HOURS
PLEASE NOTE:

The office hours are from 9.15am – 10.30am
Certificates ONLY will be available from

10.30am – 11.00am
The office will CLOSE at 10.30am sharp, so that 
the volunteers who work on the desk can collect 

their dogs and go to their training classes.

Visit www.cdodc.com.au

2019
Oct Tues 15 7.30pm Committee Meeting

Nov Sun 3 Melb Cup Weekend - No Training

Tues 15 7.30pm Committee Meeting
Sun 24 FUN DAY - last training day for the year

Dec Sun 1 Open Obedience & Rally Trial

2020

Feb Sun 2 Sunday Training Resumes

Unless otherwise stated the following activities are 
conducted each week:

Wednesday 6:30pm and 7:30pm  Puppy Pre-School
Sunday 9.00am – 12:00pm:

Obedience Training – Puppies, Basic, Advanced.
Tuition in:  Obedience Trialling • Rally O 

• Flyball Training • Agility Training

Continued from page 23

Homemade Dog Biscuits
Reprinted from Pets Mag  
Ingredients
2 cups whole wheat flour
1 cup rolled oats
½ cup peanut butter
1 cup hot water
Method
1. Preheat oven to 180°C. Line a 

baking tray with baking paper.
2. Combine flour and rolled oats, 

stirring with a wooden spoon.
3. Add in peanut butter, then gradually 

add ¼ cup of water at a time until the 
mixture has a sticky and yet blended 
consistency.   If required, add more water.

4. Take mixture and separate into teaspoon 
sized balls, then place on baking tray 
at least 10cm apart.  Flatten with a fork 
until each biscuit is no higher than 2cm.

5. Bake for 40 minutes, or until 
biscuits turn golden brown.

6. Cool on a rack for at least two hours 
until treats are cool to the touch.  

Remember, your dog is going to eat 
these and it may not have the sense to 
stop eating if something is too warm.


